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MINUTES OF THE OLD RATTON RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY 18TH MAY 2017 
AT ST MARY'S CHURCH HALL CHURCH STREET WILLINGDON 

 
1.  INTRODUCTION  
The interim Chairman began by welcoming everyone and introducing two guests, 
Councillors Colin Belsey and Colin Murdoch who cover the Ratton area and take a keen 
interest in local issues.  The Chairman stated he was generally interested in forging closer 
links with the local community he feels a strong network of contacts is a good thing.  Mark 
Thornton introduced himself as interim chairman stepping in when Diane Clancy left, at the 
end of January 2017. 
 
2.  APOLOGIES 
Alan & Ann Huggett, Barbara & Liam O’Leary, Sue Greenley, Cynthia Passingham, John 
Shields, Dora Jordan, Mo Teale, Iain Brogden, Nicole Ball, Mike Doel, Jean & Chris Clark, 
Richard & Jill Kill, John & Susie Cudd, Sandy Boyce Sharpe, Diane & Gary Schooling, Liz 
Trustam, M.J. Everett, Colin & Amanda Davidson. 
 
3.  TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE LAST AGM HELD ON 19MAY 2016 
The motion to approve the Minutes was proposed by June Harvey and seconded by Peter 
Dunn. 
 
4.  NEW ORRA WEBSITE 
The Chairman confirmed one of the major activities last year was the development of a 
new website for ORRA, it's the first port of call for everyone who has access to the 
Internet.  It provides a wide variety of information, including covenant requirements, 
interesting local news, planning details, historic content, hospitals, doctors surgeries and 
so much more. 
 
The Chairman called upon Phil Tong, the site's creator, to give a presentation on the 
ORRA website. 
 
Phil confirmed he was not a 'techy' with his background being in the Arts.  He stated the 
purpose of tonight is to introduce the residents to the site, let them see the various pages 
and understand the thinking behind it.  Phil delivered a lighthearted and illuminating 
presentation and worked his way through the various screens explaining the concept at 
each stage, stressing the importance of accessibility, transparency and visibility of ORRA 
itself through www.orra.online. 
Phil said it's your website and we want to encourage the residents to use it.  Phil 
encouraged everyone to provide feedback and to let him know of anything they would like 
included on the website. 
 
The Chairman thanked Phil and stressed the importance of using the website for two way 
communication.  Let's hear about what's going well and what is not. 
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5.  TO RECEIVE THE CHAIRMAN'S REPORT FOR 2016/17 
 
The Chairman said as a new recruit the Chairman's Report for the full year has been 
somewhat challenging and he proceeded to summarise some of the activities during the 
period and highlighted some of the priorities for the year ahead.  The Chairman also 
wanted to test the appetite for social events and to build on the community spirit within the 
estate. 
 
The Chairman confirmed Tim Norfolk and Peter Davy were standing down as committee 
members and he thanked them for their hard work and personal contribution.  He also 
stated Rose Kiley was standing down as Secretary but had agreed to remain as a 
Committee member for the time being. 
 
6.  TO RECEIVE, APPROVE AND ADOPT THE STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS FOR THE 
YAR ENDING 31ST MARCH 2017 AND THE AUDITOR'S REPORT 
 
Tim Norfolk presented the Statement of Accounts.  Tim stated the accounts show a 
balance of £7960 and confirmed £4000 has already been spent therefore actual reserves 
were just under £4000.  
The motion to approve the accounts was proposed by Barry Hempstead and seconded by 
Christine Dunn. 
 
8.  TO FIX THE SUBSCRIPTION RATE FIR 2017/18 
 
Tim Norfolk proposed increases across the bands. New fees are for C band £65, D band 
£89, E band £109, F band £129 and G band £151 which would yield an annual return of 
£17,733. A show of hands confirmed acceptance of the proposed increases, there were no 
objections. 
 
7.  TO ELECT AN AUDITOR 
 
Tim Norfolk confirmed Sally Gausden would be stepping down as Auditor after 20 years of 
voluntary service to ORRA.  The Association will need to appoint an auditor within the next 
11 months. 
 
9.  TO ELECT OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR THE YEAR 2017/18 
The Chairman asked the Secretary to read out nominations. 
 
The Secretary read out the nominations:- 
OFFICERS 
Mr Mark Thornton as Chairman 
Mrs June Harvey as Secretary 
Mrs Lisa Olliff as Treasurer 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Mr Peter Dunn  
Mrs Sandy Boyce-Sharpe 
Mr Phil Tong 
Mrs Rose Kiley 
Mrs Angela Potter 
 
The Secretary asked if there was anyone in the room who would like to put their name 
forward to serve on the Committee.  Tim Norfolk said it is possible for residents to join 
throughout the year if there was an interest. The Chairman said there may be times when 
we seek specific expertise from the residents. 
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10.  TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
The Chairman said he had received some topics ahead of the meeting, he stated he 
personally would also like to ask some questions of all those present.  The Chairman 
asked for questions from the floor. 
 
Question raised - if a resident would like to place an item on Facebook would the 
Association require advance notice? Phil Tong confirmed as soon as a resident is 
accepted on the ORRA Facebook site they can post, it is a closed group.  The Chairman 
said we want to make communication as easy as possible therefore we wouldn't put 
barriers in the way. The ORRA Committee reserves the right to moderate posts if 
considered necessary. 
 
Leah Rogers of WTW raised the question of vehicles speeding.  The Chairman said these 
concerns have been raised in the past and he felt the speeding issue and traffic calming 
generally is an area where we need to try to find a way to set funds aside to resolve the 
problem.  Carol Fage of WTW said she worked on the Committee for 8 years and this 
issue was raised at least 20 times and traffic calming was considered but residents did not 
want speed bumps.  She stated the speed bumps in Ratton Drive are quite large and traffic 
diverts down WTW.  John Fage said there are cars parked in the road which also cause a 
hazard as motorists speed down WTW when residents are reversing out of drives.  The 
Chairman said there is no easy answer.  He stated Chris Smith had suggested protecting 
mature trees with attractively planted traffic calming, providing protection and slowing 
down traffic. 
 
Rose Kiley asked the Councillors present if they were able to offer any assistance.  
Councillors Belsey suggested a separate meeting to talk through the problems/concerns. 
 
Julia Coxhead suggested a road barrier at the end of Manor Way making it a 'dead end', it 
would cut down on traffic taking a short cut through WTW.  Tim Norfolk said the traffic 
turning right into WTW from Manor Way cut off the corner and it's an accident waiting to 
happen. 
 
The Chairman suggested a meeting of affected residents, to thrash out ideas, look at 
costings and viability and take positive action.  Anne Marie Smith said the problem has 
affected RD for many years and any adjustment to WTW will impact the residents in RD.  
She also stated cars slow down as they come to the speed hump then rev up and drive 
fast until they hit the next bump. 
 
Question raised by James Wilkinson - What is the objection to speed bumps in WTW?  
Carol Fage couldn't answer the question but she remembers they were not considered 
appropriate for WTW. The Chairman said we would need specialist advice and we need to 
examine the alternatives that may be available. 
Everyone agreed the topic of road traffic needs to be looked into over the next 12 months.  
Pinch points were suggested, the Chairman said there are probably a number of things 
that are done elsewhere. We need to find out what they are and look into them all. 
 
It was generally agreed speeding is becoming dangerous and there have been instances 
when drivers are challenged they have been very nasty and aggressive.   
 
Chris Smith recalled ORRA receiving the sum of £1000 from Eastbourne Borough Council 
to utilise on the mature trees.  Rose Kiley confirmed the Association did receive the sum of 
£1000 and Councillor Colin Belsey stated it was a donation towards the expenditure for the 

roads. 
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The Chairman said we need to evaluate the problems, prioritise, prepare costings and 
agree actions collectively. 
 
The Chairman read through the various communications he had received:- 
 
Chris Smith suggested protecting mature trees root structure by possible planting 
incorporating traffic calming at the same time. 
 
John and Susie Cudd suggested an increase in subscriptions to reflect the 'going rate' for 
regular maintenance and planned works. 
 
Estate agents signs are not allowed on the estate. 
 
Cars and vans should not be parked on grass verges. 
 
Workmen should not be carrying out work on Sundays and maybe even Saturday 
afternoons or start work before 8am. 
 
Keeping poultry is not allowed. 
 
Trees being felled without consent. 
 
Garden maintenance at the entrance of Ratton Drive including the Flint wall. 
 
Leaf clearance on Ratton Drive. 
 
Rose Kiley said there is a rat problem on the estate and residents should not be putting 
food out for wildlife as it is encouraging the rats.  It is important to maintain a tidy garden to 
discourage the infestation.  The Council have been called out and will attend to address 
the problem. 
 
The Chairman then asked the group the following questions:-  
 
 
Do you support proactive maintenance? 
 
Would you be interested in community activities and social events? 
 
Should ORRA covenants be respected and remain in force? 
 
Is it prudent to build up reserves for unforeseen expenses and planned improvements?  
 
There was a good majority show of hands to confirm agreement with each individual 
question. 
 
 
Carol Fage expressed, on behalf of those present, her thanks to the Committee for all their 
hard work during the year.  
 
The meeting closed at 21.07. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 


